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Students Support Freeze
To Study Other Sources
By Karen Caddis

T

Students at the Sat., Feb. 26,
meetin g of the House Higher
E du ca tion Co mmitt e e in
Olympi a ad o pted the old tacti c
o f " if yo u ca n' t beat 'em, j o in
'em ."
Accordin g to J erry H o we,
AS president, who was present
a l t he meeting, the legislature
ee med deter mined to pass a
tuition increase.
Sa id H o we , · ·A lth o ug h
students a id an increase was
no t acceptable to th em, they
agreed th a t if a tuition increase
must be, th ey would suppo rt a
bill proposed by Bill Burns,
vice president of the House
Higher Education Committee."
"The bill would freeze tuition for two years, while alternate sources of funding are
studied. Both Burns and the
students are against taking
decisions out of the hands of
the legislators and making tuition increases automatic."
Howe said that Burns also
introduced a bill concerned
with services and activities
fees. He plans to send a subcommittee to EWSC, if his bill
is approved, to study fee
abuses. Burns has noted that
EWSC seemed to have greater
abuses than other schools, especially in the case of Isle Hall,
that need to be looked into.
According to Howe, the

Feb. 26 m eeting wa well
attended , with students giving
a n exc e ll e nt s h o win g of
testim o ny .
Ho we thinks tudents ha d a
p os 1t1v e e ff ec t o n th e
legi la ture. He said , " I think
we had a lot o f influence.
Students made th eir po. ition s
clea r, we are o pposed to tying
a tuiti o n hike to the cost of in s tru ct io n . We did ag r ee,
however, to some raise by a set
a mount. "
A c cordin g t o a ca pi ta l
wo rk er, th e session will spend
the week putting all ideas
together into one bill a nd will
then turn the final result over
to the House.
Burns has said that if tuition
does increase, the amount of
financial aid will increase,
also. President Carter's plan to
decrease financial aid loans
could adversly effect this plan.

Featured during Women's Week was the Portland-based group Ursa Minor, performing
music related to reality and opreaaion.

A Pronouncement Of Doom?

State Abortions Increase
By Nancy Greer

"You're pregnant."
Susan L. Schakette, director
These two words can force
of financial aid, feels that any woman to run the
Carter's reason for cutbacks emotional gauntlet, ranging
was his belief that state loans from joy to sheer despair and
would sufficiently handle pantc.
students in need of aid.
To a frightened young girl,
She said, "Currently about it is almost a pronouncement
$450,000 is being allocated to of doom, leaving shock, confufinancial aid. If Carter is sion and fear in its wake.
successful, this amount could
Ten y.ears ago, a woman
be cut in half. It will be the facing an unwanted pregnancy
middle income students who was forced to either bear the
are hurt."
baby, or else suffer the mer-

ciless butchering of an illegal up here with the idea that since
abortionist. Today, any abortion s are legal , they are
woman is free to decide if she also free ."
is really prepared to take on
Women between the ages of
the 20 year commitment of l 8 and 21 who are without
raising a child.
. steady income, don' t own an y
Abortion was legalized in land or a \ate-model car are
Washington State by a public I us~ally eligible for state
referendum in 1970. Three assistance. A woman over 21 ,
years later, the U.S. Supreme : who _has no dep~nden_ts, m~y
Court ruled that the state · qualify for partial financi al
could not prevent any woman assista'~ce for the .aborti~n:
from obtaining an abortion.
Family Plannin g cl1mcs ,
Abortions Performed
Io cat e d i n C hen e y and
- In 1971, a total of 14,347 Spokane, also offer pregnancy
abortions were performed in verification and abortion
Washington. Since then, the referral. .
.
number has climbed steadily, . "We discuss the alternatives
reaching 20,963 in 197 5. and if the ~irl shows _any inA 1most 69 per cent were terest at all man abortion, she
between 15 and 24 years old. i s ref e rred to Pl ~ ~n e d
King County ph ys ic ia ns Parenth_oo d,, for _ a dd1t1~n a l
performed 12,107 abortions in counselrn g,
sa id Manl y n
1975, or about 67 per cent. Walli, a nurse at the C heney
Spokane and Pierce C ounties clini.c.
.
ranked next each tot a ling
Barth Co,ntrol Emphasized
about. l O per 'cent.
"?ur bigge~t emphasi s is on
Of the 2,135 abortions per- famil y pl~nnin g, so w.e ~nformed in Spo kane C ounty , co urage girls to come tn tor
nearly half were performed on b irth co ntr o l," sai d Wa lli.
girls aged 15 to 19 years.
Continued on page 12
Fin a l statistics for last year
ha ve not been compiled yet,
although the total is expected
to be even higher.
Visions of Clark Kent and
Th e decision to ca rry a Brenda
Star r .
The
pregnancy to full term or to EASTERNER needs staff
have an a bortion can be writers for Spring Quarter.
emotionally exhausting. Moral
Contact The EASTERN ER
conflicts, shame and confusion Office in PUB 119 or Call
often cause the woman to deny 359-7873.
her condition.

I

;

Writers Wanted

I

"The sooner a wom a n
acknowledges that she is pregnant and wants to do
something about it, the better
it is for everyone,'' said Lois
O'Bri a n, director o f the
. ·spokane Planned Pa renth ood
I clinic. " I can' t stress eno ugh
th e imp o rt a n ce o f ear ly
referral."
" Abortions are not free,"
she added . HPeo ple often show
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Vet's C_
orner

Prior to 1972, the housing
situation at Eastern was entirely inadequate for the student
vet, whether single or married. '
1·he single vet had two alter-·
natives: live off campus or in a:
dormitory. The former option;
was expensive and the latter'
undesirable, in that few vets,'
due to comparative age and
maturity, were willing to exist
under a set of rules and'
regulations set down for
younger students.
Then, in '72, Sutton Hall
became the site of the country's first vet-operated
cooperative dormitory. ·
Dubbed the Veteran's
Housing Association (and
dedicated solely to housing) it'
is the only other independent
vet's organization on campus
besides the Vet's Co-oo.
Its efforts have proven
viable and successful costing
the vet only $31 per month in
addition to mandatory
purchase of a meal ticket. The
future of this vital organiza-·
tion, which consistently
operates in the black and
boasts the lowest crime rate of
any dorm on campus, appears ·
bright.
Housing for married . vets,
however, poses a perpetual
problem which will probably
never be dealt with. There's
simply a shortage and, with
the exception of limited apartment subsidation, only one
other solution looms apparent:

41'------...

: CHENEY TAX \
I . SERVI.CE 1
I
I

·D&M Thomson
123 N. 9th

235-6657

(Across From Dryden)

I Morlan Homes Bldg
I 1705 2nd (On Highway)

I
I

I

I

\235-4900 624-5685,

By Pete Peters .
If you fail to fill out the

a program subsidized by the
Federal Farm/Home Administration which allows a
qualified veteran to pay only
closing costs (up to $500) on a
dwelling prior to occupancy.
Payments would remain under
$100 and the interest is more
than reasonable. For more
info check with a local real estate agency or trek to the
Federal Building in Spokane
and your problems could be
solved. FOR YOUR INFO:
Hearings for upgrading disch a r g es will be held in
Spokane from March I to
Aug. 31. Probably the best
place to obtain necessary
forms and assistance in completing same is at the Spokane
Red Cross.

green cards in S309 (Veteran"s
Affairs) at the beginning of
each quarter, there's too good
a chance that you will be disenrolled: don't risk it.
Fight th~ tuition increase.
Not only will it cost you more,
it will also remove the partial
waiver heretofore available to
Viet Vets.
The Third Annual Vet's Coop Picnic will b held May 28.
The admission price is $3,
which is also what it costs to
Join the Co-op. Get this, if you
are a member, then admission
to the picnic is free. What
better justification to run over
to Monroe 315 right now and ·
join up. The Co-op needs you.

Budget Requests Heard
By Nancy Greer
Budget requests from five
EWSC organizations sparked
a lively debate at the A.S.
Legislature meeting on Feb.
22.
However, the results of that
meeting were invalidated on a
technicality. An improper
procedure was used in seating
new legislators Kim Wiseman
(Pos. #7) and Laurie
Mathieson (Pos. #'3.) As a
result, the required quorum of
seven legislators was not attained and the transactions
were not legal.
The same matters were
brought to the attention of the
legislature at a meeting
Tuesday evening.
Representatives of five campus groups were on· hand to
plead their cases for
allocations of A.S. funds. ,
$3,300 For Opera
John Duenow, director of
the E WS C Mu sic Theatre
requested $3,300 to cover costs
for a production of the opera, .
"La Traviata." The opera is
slated for a three-day run

itw.-- ·
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VITAMINS

f'LUI MINERALS

A 8AS( fOll YOUR f AMILrs

NUTRITIONAL HEALTH
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Dean Bruce Meyers of the
University of Puget Sound School
of Law will be on cam pus the
morning of March 8, to make a
presentation and interview students
interested in applyin'g to their
law school.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
\
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Sign up for
interview appointments
atthe
Placement Office, Showalter 114.

Polar Passage
BRUSSELS - What's new under the ice? Soviet submarine captains may have found a passage under the
polar ice, according to North Atlantic Treaty Organization sources.
The discovery of this passage would allow Russian
missile-carrying submarines access to positions west
of Greenland. This would allow Soviet submarines with
older, short-range missiles a closer range to fire from.
Russia now has a limited number of missile-carrying
submarines that can hit New York from an area just
north of the Soviet navy base Murmansk on the Kola
Peninsula. Missiles fired from this area have a limited
but successful capacity to hit cities In eastern North
America.
.
Missiles fired from a position .w est of Greenland
would be able to hit cities further west than New York if ,
the· objective . were a nuclear bombardment Qf the
. United States or-Canada.

Showalter Auditorium,· beginning April 21.
"This is (he fit~t full opera
done here since 1974," said
Duenow . "The present budget
allocations are simply not
enough to do opera as it
.
.
deserves."
WASHINGTON, D.C. - President Carter, who wants
Duenow originally asked for
to help eliminate sex discrimination, has begun a quiet
a budget of $10,000 last spring
campaign for the ratification of the Equal Rights
and was allotted $2,250 by the
Amendment (ERA).
legislature and Board of
Thirty-five states have ratified ERA and by March 22,
Trustees.
1979, three more states are needed for the amendment
The opera involves about 70
to become part of the Constitution.
to 80 students. Duenow said
Carter, who made campaign promises to prothat if his request for adratification leaders wants to be known for his fight
ditiona l funds is denied, the
against sex discrimination.
.
opera will be "skimpy and
The President's forces hope th.at Florida, Oklahoma,
much less elaborate."
and North Carolina ·will bring about ratification ,of the
Dr. Howard Hopf, chairamendment.
man of the R.ad.io-TV departn:ient. also presented a reque&t
.,
'
. .
A' .
. ,•
I
for ,fuAds· to operate-the campus radio station, KEWC.
·. • ,;- · ' r ' .
<I i~···
'·.>
.
. Monev' Denied ' .
·,
·'
.. We as ked for $2,000 . last
PLAINS, GA. - Canadians are getting more than a
year and were told that all the
of the rock today, they are buying chunks of
piece
monies were gone," said Hopf.
Plains, Ga.
"We had to accept that fact."
Four Canadians-two plastic surgeons and two
Ci ting the recent allocation
lawyers
- have bought ·190 acres of Plains, Ga., and
of $2,000 to the women 's
they are calling it "Jimmy's Backyard" in hopes of
a thletic program, Hopf said
catching some of the tourist trade and possibly getting
that apparently new sources of
·to know the American President.
funding have been found.
The Canadians have named the 5-acre man-made
''Obviously, monies are
lake
on the property Lake Amy and were pleased when
available as funds are being
the President's mother requested permission to cona llocated to other organtinue fishing on it.
izations," h e added.
Plans for "Jimmy's aackyard" ar~ tentative and
"We're in pretty bad shape
Harry Zahoruk, one Canadian lawyer, ~ijld they wanted
right now." Hopf req uested
to
preserve the turn-of-the-century style. "It won't be an
$1,000 to operate on the rest of
amusement park or carnival, or anything like that," he
this year. The money would be
said.
used to maintain equipment
"We're not speculators - we're sentimental," said
and pay students who work at
Zahoruk.
KEWC.
Brent W ooten, director of
the campus r ecreation
program, formally requested
additional funds to run the
EUREKA, NEV. - Mining towns are an almost extinct
Phase II area.
phenomena but nine cemeteries could be considered .
Continued on page 12
more than adequate for a town with a population of only
200.
The nine cemeteries are a carry-over from Eureka's
halcyon days as a mining town. There's a cemetery for
t~e me~, women, and children who died of smallpox,
d1pthe~1a, an~ othe~ contagious diseases; separate
Catholic,
Jewish, Chinese and Indian cemeteries; the
A SUISll)IMY Of MADW.l '1110 I (Ol#/Wf
Odd-Fellow cemeteries; and the Masonic cemetery.
D18COYIR
.
And also an exclusive cemetry for the well-to-do
YOUNG 8POKANI
owned and operated by a mortician named Schwamb.
Qilcover the e>eettetment .ot me
Why so many graveyards? During the 1870's and
~ . moat up-to-date. fashion
80's
Eureka was the second largest city in Nevada, with
lboka In oui thiee·corivenlent locations doWntown-, Norttrtown·· ·and
a population of almost 10,000. This metropolis St.JP·
University City. You'll find In each
ported three opera houses, 125 saloons, 25 casinos, 2
of these bright fashion spots vibreweries and 16 smelters.
brant, contemporary separates
In 1890, when the price of silver dropped, mines
and a group of nice people to)lelp
you put them all together. • · ·
closed down and all but a few people left. Others had
Do.......,11 Ill 1111
gone in search of new mining camps.
· N.aftl*twn ·
The pestilence, Chinese, Jewish, Indian and
1Sl812 ·
Schwamb graveyards are no longer being used but
.
.,
burials take place in the other cemeteries .

Carter's Campaign ...

f

'k ;

-,,.·.·_Pi,~e. . ' .. -: .·. '..Roe .. : ,:.
o·

Cemetery City

NOTICE!

>--I
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I
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Status Change Beneficial
What side effects could
students expect if EWSC
becomes a university? None ·
according to Jerry Howe, AS
president, Daryl Hagie, vicepresident of Student Services,
and H. George Fredrickson,
EWSC President, except the
name change and benefits
resulting from it.
At present, EWSC is
seriously working toward that
end , with a bill in the
legislative works and backing
from the administration, faculty, Board of Trustees, students
. and alumni.
The decision to change
EWSC to a university was
based on EWSC's size, variety
of subjects and degrees
offered, the number of
students and the percentage of
faculty that have doctorates.
All of these factors have been
.found to be equivalent to
schools of university ranking
in other states.
According to Fredrickson's
office, if the bill is apprQved,
EWSC would be listed as a
regional university as opposed
to a research university, such
as WSU. Said a staff member
from Fredrickson's office "
WS U is a pure research c~Ilege tha t offers doctorate
degrees. EWSC would not
have pure research or doctorates, but presently has the
variety and types of degrees
tha_t other states' colleges have,
which are qualified as regional
colleges. The administration
feels that the term 'college• is
referring to community or
I

liberal arts colleges and not to
a college of Eastern's size."
Studies from other out-ofstate co llegr5 that have
become universities have
revealed no drastic economic
effect due to the aew designation.
Said Hagie, ..The benefit
goes entirely to the student.
University on a resume looks
better than college."
Fredrickson's office agreed
with this statement. '"It gives
the student the advantage. An
employer could be interviewing two students for a job.
Both have the same
qualifications, but one went to
auniversitythatwasnobigger
than Eastern. This looks more
impressive, though there may
be no difference excef)t in title, 1
giving the university student a
better job advantage," said
Fredrickson's secretary, Lynne
Bjork.
Howe also supported the
idea, saying, .. It's unfortunate
that at present, students might
be at a disadvantage for jobs
though we are the same size as
some universities. Changing
the name will also help in the
competitive aspect of getting
into graduate schools .
Graduates may be equally
qualified but the one who has
gone to the university has the
advantage. It's just a matter of
symantics."
Said Hagie... We have no
opposition to the change, no
cost increases or disadvan_tages. We can . only gain."

StarWreck by Mike M'oult,;,n

,

... .

~

...,.: ...

Phyllla Schlafly'a lecture "Whara Wrong With Equal Rlghta?" Thuraday provoked
numeroue queatlona and commenta from the near-capacity audience at Showalter
Auditorium.

Another Side Of E.R.A.
By Edye Jenkins
Phyllis Schlafly. chairman
of the national women's
organization, Stop E.R.A.,
presented another side of the
Equal Rights Amendment
before a vocal crowd at
Showalter - Auditorium
Thursday.
"Nothing could be more un just th art to call people equal
when they are not," Schlafly
said ... E.R.A. does that. We
treat people unequally in the
call of social justice."
Co-author of three books
and publisher of a monthly
newsletter, HThe Phyllis
Schlafly Report," Schlafly told
the audience E.R.A. would not
!
·,benefit
women, but hinder
lthem.
, .. E. R.A. would be a big riploff for the homemake r," said
the mo ther of six. "It's an attack on the homemaker and
the senior woma n."

, Jl(E

coo~

R"1N Of.IT

of TIIE mlflitv
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Schlafly said E.R.A. would
not only affect young women
who supported it or not, but
older women also who had
entered into marriage years
ago ... Why would yo u want to
take away the rights of the
home?" Schlafly asked the
a udience, who spontaneously
vocalized comments and
applauded throughout the lecture.
Briefly describing the effects
E.R.A. would have on women,

Schlafly said the Amendment
would not improve employment laws. "I don 't know what
more women would want in
this area."
E.R.A. wo uld not do
anything good for women in
the area of education either.
Schlafly said. "If E.R .A. is
ratified, it would elim inate
exceptions in present laws.•• .
The Amendment would no
longer allow restrictions of admissions to undergraduate
colleges, especially singlesexed schools, abolish motherdaughter and father-son functions and affect certain sports
and sororities and fraternities,
according to Schlfa tly, who
holds a B.A . with honors from
Washington Un~versity at St.
Louis and a M.A. from Harvard University in Political
Science.
A question and answer session fo llowed the 30-minute
lecture, which included many

outbursts from members of the
· audience and retorts from
Schlafly.
Having been an active opponent of E.R.A . for over a
decade, Schlafl y has also
testified on defense and U.S.Soviet Treaties before the
Senate For~ign Relations and
Armed Forces Committee.
Schlafly has received
n umerous awards including six
Honor Metals from Freedoms
Foundations of Valley Forge
and Woman of Achievement
in Public A ffairs by the St.
Louis Globe-Democrat.
She concluded the lecture,
saying, "Someday, you'\\ learn
the most fulfilling thing in life
is having a wonderful
husband." .

MEN! - WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign.
No experience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job
· j or career. Send $3.00 for informa·
tion. SEAFAX, Dept. M-9 Box 2049,
. Port Angeles, Washington 98362. __.
..._

.

__________
.. ~

Record Albums From st.49 . 4cc le,.e.
8
__ . 8_-T~a~~ ~r?.m..,~l_.~~- ... __ " ~r,~8

Town & Country

T.V., Inc.

Rentals, Sa,es & Service
3171st

Cheney

235-6122

ldvertislrs
latice:
If a student will buJ it ·
T/IE G/l/?B/16£ /1'1EAI 11/11/E ALREAD'I
lEIT/

y.ou should advertise it in
The EASTERNER .

The EASTERNER is read by over 6,000
Students Every Week. 60% live .in Spokane
& commute to EWSC. EWSC students ore a
concentrated target market~·
Contact Alpha Kappa Psi ·ausiness Fr~ter~ity °"'ents~

IT

Dale Gellner
or at Kingston 127

359-2546
359-2522
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EDITORIALS
Point Blank
By Edye Jenkins
A one-woman campaign opposing the Equal Rights
Amendment came to EWSC last week.
Her name, Phyllis Schlafly, and her motivt.:, other than
monetary gain, seems ambiguous and selfish.
Ambiguous because her preachings aim toward telling
women the best thing in .life is a wonderful husband and
family, but spends much, if not the majority, of her time
away from home.
Selfish, for Schlafly does not face the true aspects of
E.R.A .• but does an excellent job withtne "have your cake
and eat it too" routine.
Constantly emphasizing that E.R.A. will not benefit
women, Schlafly continually evades the question E.R.A.
poses with statements such as "E.R.A. wi11 abolish
separate toilet facilities." Do she and her followers really
believe that society will lose all common sense if E.R.A.
becomes law?
True, E.R.A. will not benefit women in certain ways as
Schlafly claims, since many laws already in existence take
care of these matters in employment, education and other
areas. What E.R.A. will do is to finally allow women to
begin to take a part in the responsibilities of the nation.
No longer. would women have ..special status" in many
areas, as Schlafly states. They would have to jeopardize
certain women's privileges under the law, but they would
begin to be true citizens and participants in the good and
the bad of the nation .
Or do the majority of women want to continue to be the
token, maintain their "special privileges" and sacrifice
being a true equal?
Men, throughout time, have had to face the problems
alone. Isn't it time that women stopped being selfish, and
began helping wth the unpleasant aspects of being a
member of society?
Schlafly does a superb job in another area also: turning
opponents against proponents of E.R.A. with such quotes
as from her infamous newsletter, ..... women liberationists.
Their motives are totally radical. They hate men, marriage,
and .children. They are out to destroy morality and family.
They look upon husbands as the exploiters, children as an
evil to be avoided (by abortion if necessary) and the family
as an institution which keeps women in 'second-class
citizenship' or even 'slavery .' "
She also uses the adjective "conniving" to describe
E.R.A. advocates when they mention that such groups as
the Ku Klux Klan or the John Birch Society oppose
E.R.A.
.
The Amendment will not, as Schlafly claims, have the
vast sociological effects that will ruin the nation, the family
a nd other institution s. Unless, that is, if total chaos reigns
a fter its ratification .
It wi ll begin to "neute rize" certain laws, but society will
assuredly go about its way, m a kin g a mends where
necessary.
Mother-daughter function s will continue to ex ist, contrary to Sch la fl y, but new laws may require that fathers an d
son s be a llowed to attend if they wish . Won't this bring the
family closer together, not farther apart?
No matter whether one opposes or advoca tes E.R.A. it is
time to get the facts, not be swayed by propaganda from
either side. Know the facts before deciding.

LETTERS TO THE~

w

Tuition Again
Dear Editor:
As to my opinion to the
tuition increase:
Sure, tuition has increased, but so has just
about everything else like
food, labor and taxes. The
tuition increases over the
years fall far behind the
general inflation rate. And
after all, how much is a good,
usable education worth?
Look at some of the factors that are causing part of
the increase, basically
energy, heat and light.
As you well know, EWSC
has turned down all thermostats to 68° as ordered by
our Governor. Lighting has
been cut as much as possible to save on the cost of
electricity.
Cost of repairs ijnd
maintenance like jammed
elevators, plugged toilets,
general vandalism like
broken windows and lights
takes a large part of the
maintenance budget.
Cost of replacing
supplies, providing services
to students like new books
for the library, equipment for
IMC, heat and light, Magic
Bus and also A.S.B. services
(and don't kid yourself, they
provide more than you think,
like the Easterner and the
PUB).

Can We learn To laugh?
By Karen Caddis
Is the world losing its sense
of humor? Or did it ever have
any? Man's incapability to
laugh at himself has resulted in
unrest and antagonistic attitudes since the beginnir.g of
hi story .
One of the major consequences of a humorless
society has been th e co ntinued
di scrimination of minorities ...
aga in s t th e mselv es . Y es,
minoriti es. Wo men, India ns, ·
Blacks, Jews a nd o the r in·n u m e r ab I e g roups h a v e
managed to ma inta in discrimi na ti on thro ugh th eir own
paranoia. They have ingrained
bi go try so deeply into

themselves that they are incapable of seeing that they are
not always being discriminated
against when someo ne makes
a remark .
True, a great number o(
people do exist who are
bigoted and would vouch for
racial, sexua l and mental
segregat ion, but minorities
forget that these are just
people' s opinions, not the
voice of God speaki ng from
heaven.
Thi s ho stile attitude by
minoriti es toward the few
opinionated people a nd ina bility to laugh at them make
others (who may have given no
thought to bigotry) wary. They
begin avo iding these minority

groups and distrusting them,
and therein lie~ the beginnings
of discrimination .
. At this point the old question may pop up, '°Do you
really blame minorities for
th eir attitudes?" Maybe not,
but according to what
minor!ties are constantly
preaching, they are looking for
a society where they will not be
singled out because of race
'
sex, creed, or religion. The
only way to achieve this end is
to begin by overcoming discrimination within their own
g roups. And the only way to
acco mpli s h this i s f o r
minorities a nd hum anity as a
whole to laugh at, a nd with,
the mselves o nce in a while.

This is just the tip of the
tuition iceberg.
O.K., so now tuition is
going to cost you fifty bucks
more per quarter, but how
much more is it going to cost
the taxpayers in comparison?
For the few people I've
seen as a student, I have
found that they piss and
moan about higher cost of
tuition, books, and transportation, but they still afford
gas guzzling excursions to
State Line, cigarettes, pot or
whatever, quibbling very little about the cost.
I am not saying that school
life and social life don't mix,
but a set of priorities must be
made by the individual as to
the worth of their education.
Play now, pay later type
students can be found on
any campus, they cost the
serious student plenty.
In the early years of
EWSC, a student of that time
would find that his or her
course of study might follow
one found in to d ,a y' s
progressive high school.
E a s t e r n o f f e r s s o 'm e
specialized study in some
areas, where you find only
five or ten students.
The college could cut services like heat, lights, close
down the PUB, and drop the
A.S.B. in order to save you
fifty bucks a quarter.
Or better yet, close down
Eastern altogether and let
you go to Pullman or U. of W.
where you'll really pay.
Judson W. Prescott

Cycle Association
Dear Editor:
I am writing to you, once
again in behalf of the
members of the Washington
State Penitentiary Motorcycle Association Schools Inc.,
to inform you of an event we
are sponsoring May 29,
1977, on this institution's
recreational yard area. I
have enclosed a flier we are
mailing out to five thousand
(5,000) people. It is my intention to bring public and
political focus on what and
why we are doing the hard
work we are into here at the

penitentiary.
I believe the exposure
gained from our "Big Yard
Bike Show" will attract industry possibilities from the
free world to this prison, as I
believe it will stem the tide of
public distaste and anger at
people convicted of crimes,
or at least let them see us in
the light of our creativity and
attempts at improvement of
ourselves.
I hope that you will respond to our invitation and
write back to me for a
special visit form. I hope you
will attend this function and
the many others we have
planned for the future.
We shall have outside industries inside these prison
walls, and it will be a fact
before 1977 is over, and in
so doing we will have been
an important factor in the
making of penal history in
the reformation sense,
because there are no free
world industries inside this
prison, even though
,provisions have been made
by the legislature for this.
Again, I hope we will hear
from you, or meet you in person soon. The things
happening at this Bike Shop
are incredible, commendable and worth coming to
see.
Mike Abrams.president
W.S.P.M.A.
Schools Inc.
Editor's Note: The flier la
available at the · Easterner
office.

ERA

QuHllona

Dear Editor:
Question:
Is it true that the ERA will
give more control and power
to the federal government?
Will the Boy Scouts,
Campfire Girls, sororities,
fraternities, one-sex colleges
and Father-Son/MotherDaughter functions become
illegal under the ERA? ·
Will the police and
firestations be forced to
lower their physical
requirements in order to hire
more women?
Will women not only be
drafted but required to serve

.,i'
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Letters To The Editor Contin.u ed
In combat?
Is it true that ERA does not
offer any additional employment equality since equality
Is already guaranteed
·through the Equal Employment Opportunities Act?
Will ERA take away social
security benefits for those
women who chose to be
housewlfes?
Is It true that that an
amendment would better
serve everybody if It offered
equity (justice) rather . than
equality among the sexes?
Is it true that if equal rights
were kept at a state level
then certain exceptions
could be made to the law (ie.
Boy Scouts, etc.) and there
would be no woman's draft
or loss of social security?
If the above Is nQt true,
then why didn't the ERA have
some qualified people at Ms.
Schlafly's lecture who could
fight her facts with facts, not
with. Jeers, accusations and
emotionally charged outbursts?
I supported ERA until I
heard Mrs. Schlafly speak,
now I am thoroughly confused. Where do I find out
the true facts?
Mary Bagby
Editor's Note: There is a
substantial amount of
literature regarding E.R.A.,
both pro and con, available
at the Easterner office for Inspection.

A Few Comment•
Dear Editor:
Concerning the recent
visit of Ms. Phyllis Schlafly, I
feel a few com ments are
necessary. First, a few about
the inflamatory aspects of
the opponent's views she
cited in support of her opposition to the ERA. Ms.
Schlafly calls on such
arguments as 1) women in
the dr~ft. 2) men suddenly
deciding not to support their
wives, 3) and a goodly
percentage of the current 40
million housewives entering
an already depressed job
market. .
These arguments are
easily refuted. 1) It and when
a national emergency arises
such that an army need be
raised there is no reason not
to include women in all fields

"

A plaque In the name of the late Peter Bozanlch wa pr111nted to Dr. Arthur Reltach,
chairman of Accounting and Decl1lon Science by Tim OINn, preelderit of Beta Alpha Pal
The plaque, which la to be Installed In Klngaton Hall, wu given bJ Beta Alpha Pal, Alpha
Iota Delta, Phi Chi Theta and Alpha Kappa Pal.

most sickening thing in my
entire lite around sports. The
actions of Dave Oliver in the
last few seconds of the game
were beyond belief to me. He
ran up and down in front of
the }:astern bench, spiting
them, then handed the ball
to Coach Krause. Talk about
kicking someone when
they're down. I couldn't
believe that no one on the
bench went after him but It
just showed to me that we
have a lot of class, while he
had none. I would have
liked to have won the
ballgame, but l sure would
have rather lost the way we
did than won the way they
did. They should do to Oliver
what they do to other
turkeys, cut his head off.
Randy Rice

Editor's Note: Right On!

Attorney General

Sportsmanship
Dear Editor:
I have never been one to
talk much about so called
sportsmanshlp," but while
attending the EasternCentral game in Ellensburg, I
saw what I thought was the
11
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of service as long as they are
physically capable. No . one
seriously advocates pushing
women Into areas where
their sheer physical strength
Is not sufficient to accomplish the needed task. 2)
The opponents seem to
think that this amendment
would change the social and
personal contract of
marriage. I see no reason to
expect this legislation to
affect the personal bond
between men and women
within marriage. Or that men
would,
contrary
to
generations of social
custom, suddenly stop supporting the homemaker. 3)
The same social custom
argument holds for those
WOf!len who choose _to be
hou~.e wives. Again, this
legislation doss not, in any
logical interpretation, force
women to go out into the
labor force if they wish to
stay home.
There are many Issues
which Ms. Schlafly did not
touch because, I think, she
and her followers have no
answers. And these tough
questions are the basis of
the problem. Questions such
as the ability of a woman to
buy a house in her own right,
to get various kinds of credit,
and the inequalities of inheritance laws. These
questions and many others
are perhaps not as inf lam atory as drafti.ng
women, which is, of course,
why Ms. Schlafly didn't address herself to them.
The aim of the ERA really
is to give women a legal inde pendent
identity
regardless of marital situation. This independence is
central to the tight for the
ratification of the ERA. The
Independence not to shrug
responsibility but rather to
accept it regard less of
whether that be responsibility tor a family or a job.
Susan Cundy
Support ERA
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Dear Editor:
Recently various articles
have appeared in many
campus newspapers regarding the State College Council and the nonpayment of its
dues by the colleges. Those
articles indicate that the Attorney General's Office has
. the matter under consideration and that an opinion is
imminent.
Our office is still awaiting
requested material from the
State College Council which
we need before a determination can be made. Until we
have the m~terlal, we cannot
reach a · conclusion on the
question involved.
The background of this
situation involves the
request by the State College
Council for member Institutions to pay a $1,200
membership fee. The Information disseminated by the
State College Council indicated that these funds
would be used to hire a fulltime lobbyist in Olympia for
the legislative session.
No public agency or institution may expend public
funds to lobby without
statutory authority to do so.

Because the colleges have
no such statutory authority
to lobby, they were advised
by our office to withhold payment until a determination
could be made as to its
legality.
This position is consistent
with a prior opinion of this
office given to the Governor
on the authority of community colleges to pay
membership fees to the
Washington Association of
Community College Student
Governments, now called
CORP. We stated in that opinion that the dues could
legally be paid since lobbying, although a part of the
group's activities, was only a
minor facet of the totality of
services provided by the
group.
Thus, this office would like
to advise the colleges concerning payment of dues to
the State College Council,
but until the Council submits
information on their activities, specifically the
relationship of lobbying to
other services to be received
by the colleges in return for
the payment of dues, no
determination can be made
by this office, and thus no
meaningful advice rendered.
For the Attorney General
Malachy R. Murphy
Deputy Attorney General

Con Correspondence
Dear Editor:
First of all, my name Is
Russell Mclaws and I am an
inmate at the Idaho State
Prison. l have something I
would like for you to do for
me, if you would. I would like
for you to please print my
letter in your wonderful
newspaper so everyone can
read it.
Has anyone out there ever
been sad and lonely and
have no one to turn to? Well,
this Is how t" feel right now.
My heart cries for someone
out there to care tor me In
this lonely prison. Everyone
should have friends, why
can't I have someone??
I would love to hear from
anyone out there that would

like to write to me, you would
make a very happy person
out of me. It's been so long
since I've been happy.
Please, someone write to
me.
Russell Mclaws 13126
P.O. Box 7309
Boise, Idaho 83707

Rude Dl~play
Dear Editor:
One of the rudest displays
of discourtesy by Spokane's
TV station, KXLY, was
witnessed last Tuesday
during a talk presented as a
part of Women's Week.
Jo Ann Gibbs, assistant

city editor of The Spokane
Daily Chronicle, gave a lecture, "Sexism in the Media".
It would have been an
excellent, informative talk
had not two of KXL Y's film
crew barged in unannounced.
After holding up the
presentation for seven
·minutes with explaining their
presence, the two men left
only to return five minutes
later with a handcart of
equipment.
The audience was distracted and Ms. Gibbs obviously disrupted by the
crew noisily setting up their
lights and camera.
Five minutes before the
talk was to end, the crew unplugged their gadgets and
distractingly put them away.
They didn't even have the
courtesy to wait the additional few minutes until the
end of the lecture to disassemble the equipment. .
Neither Prof. Gariepy, in
whose class Ms. Gibbs gave
her talk, nor the speaker
were informed ahead of time
of the filming. Such a display
of irresponsibility on the part
of the KXlY qrew Js Jne_x cusable.
One hears of the
aggressiveness and discourtesy of both phases of
the mass media-television
and newspapers-in trying
to get a story. It's an
overemphasized stigma but
KXL Y did nothing to dispel
the myth last Tuesday.
Carol Wetzel
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ENTERTAINMENT

Mar.. 3; Percu·ssion Enseni'bl8-,'. ;MB.RH;;......s~15.... "$low
.Dance Qn
C,ollege Theatre-:7:~~ .. ·The Kllling:/Qf~u,tid/'
~.' i, , .
.

•.

• • •
Pm
<
'
Mar. 4; "Slow Dance On :fne Killing ·Ground/' College

Theatre_, 1·:so p:m.
-.
,
Mir. S; "Slow Dance On :Ttle Killing Ground," Colleg.e
Thea1re-7:30 p .'m . ,
'
Mar. 6; A.S. Movie "Paper ·Moon" and "Save The
Tiger." PUB-7:30 p.m ....Cheney Music Teachers
National Association Piano .Recital , MBRH-3:00
p.m .... Junior Voice Recital, Leanne Cook, MBRH-8:15
p.m ...
Mar. 7; EWSC Symphony .Concert, Showalter
auditorium-8: 15 p.m . A.S . Movie, "Paper Moon," and
"Save The Tiger,'' PUB-7:30 p.m.
Mar. 8; Senior Bassoo:n Recital, Mark Avery,
MBRH- 8: 15 p.m. Coffee House, PUB second floor
lounge-7:30 p.m.
Mar. 9; Geology noon lecture series, "Geology of
Taiwan," Science 117-noon ....A.S. Movie, "Take The
Money And Run,'' PUB-7:30 p.m .
MJn. 1(); "S.l ow Dance On The Killing Ground," College
Theatre-7 ;3-Q p.m .
Off Cam'J)us Entertainment
Mar. 4;· Spokane Sym.phony Orchestra, Opera
House-8 p.m .
Mar. 5; Sp.okane Symphony Orchestra, Opera
House-8 p.m .
Mar. 6; Yugoslavian Folk Ballet, Opera House-8 p.m.
Mar. 9; Fred Waring and the Pennsylvanians, Opera
House-8 p.m.
Mar. 10; Freddy Fender, Opera House-8 p.m.

One of the participants of the Streeter talent show performs here. Unfortunately, he was
not one of the winners.
· ...

Sounds Of Balalaikas Enjoyed
By Gretchen Gia~

Russia's celebrated goodwill orchestra, The Osipov
Balalaika Orchestra, gave an
outstanding performance
Monday night at the Spokane
Opera House.
The famed · group played a
variety of Russian folk songs,
dances, and classical pieces by
such Soviet greats as
Stravinski and Rachmanioff.

The SocialActivities Review
Board.Proudly Presents . ..

CHICK COREA

100o/o

...

With25%

RETURN TO FOREVER
100o/o
Featuring 25%

ST AN LEY CLARKE

100%

Thurs., March 31,8 p.m.
SPECIAL EVENTS PAVILION

TICKETS GO ON SALE
TUESDAY, MARCH 8thl

With the balalaika, a guitar- familiar, dreamy sounds, syn-:
like instrument and ancient onomous with balalaikas.
Arranged between the
p'ipes, horns and accordians,
beautiful
instrumentals were
The Osipov Balalaika
Orchestra let forth a sounq. as several soloists from the
powerful as any American Bolshoi Ballet and Opera,
ofering a change of pace to the
orchesta.
Alone, a balalaika is quiet . all-Russian program.
Dressed rn colorful, authenand delicate, but combined
tic
costumes. the dancers
with a whole orchestra of
balalaikas, it can sound as presented very athletic and acforceful as a rushing watertall complished routines that have
and as violent as a raging become a trademark of Russian folk dance.
hurricane.
Impassionate could be the
Even though the instruments proved themselves only way to describe the
powerful, each performer was selected singers from the
skillful enough to produce the Bolshoi Opera, as they sang
seeral songs ranging from folk
to the more dramatic arias
from Russian operas.
Another week has gone by
The performance of the enand if you missed the great tire orchestra was superb, but
sounds of EWSC's radio. sta- · the most enjoyable part could
tion, KEWC, don't worry .
have been the entertaining
Monday, March 7, FM's motions of the conductor.
spotlight will be featuring the
Victor
Dubrovsky
group Utopia with featured ar- succeeded in adding a new
tist, Todd Rundgren, in their twist to orchestra conducting.
new album, .. RA."
He made it interesting. His
Tuesday night R . E.O. mechanical-like motions
Speedwagon will be the guest added a touch of humor to the
with the new record, "You Get concert, whether they were inWhat You Play For."
tentional or not.
Wednesday on "Jazz At
When Dubrovski wasn't
Ten," a special guest host will
conducting, he was backstage
delight listeners.
watching accordian player
Valerie Petrov conduct the
Starting Thursday on
orchestra.
K EWC AM, announcer Jay
The Osipov Balalaika
Co nklin will be playing
America's new albam, "Har- Orchestra succeeded in not
only providing entertaining
bor ."
music but also enough variety
Stay tuned week after week
to keep even the youngsters infor an entertaining evening of
terested.
great music.

Album _Spotli_g ht

lOWEST EVERYDAY PRICES
RECORDS & JAPES 5

All 6.98 List Albums ... ...... ..... ... .. ..
All 7.98 List Tapes ... . .. ................

on

4.69 ·
SS.99
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TAPES & RECORDS
SPOKANE
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CLOSER
By -Gretchen Glass
And Steve Kruger
Unlike other college unjon
buildings, such as Washington
State University's CUB,
EWSC's PUB is not used to its
fullest potential.
While other colleges take
advantage of the facilities
offered, EWSC's PUB is all
but deserted in the late afternoon and evening ... Most of
the classes here are over by 2
p.m. and then students go
home ... 60 per cent of our
students are commuters, so
they don't stay," Cu.rt Huff.
PUB business manager, said. .
." · The PU.B, a .total of 50,000
square feet .. could have been ·
designed a lot better," Huff
said ... Everything seems to be
built on a temporary basis."
According to Huff, a few of
the walls on the northside of
the building were temporarily
built until plans for the second
phase to the building are
finalized. The rumor of a second phase could mean the addition of a bowling alley ,
bookstore and a games room,
which would increase the population in the PUB by a considerable amount.
"But I don't even know if
the blueprints have been
drawn up yet," Huff said.
One of the main reasons a
second phase· has not yet been
added to the PUB is because
there are not enough students
attending EWSC to warrant
construction.
"About 60 per cent of
EWSC's students are commuters, so t hey don ' t stay, "
said Huff, commenting on the
fact that the lack of students
on campus affects the population in the PU 8.

Page 7
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...IN THE PUB...

the PUB' seems to be too
small.
Overall , the PUB ha s a
budget of $98,000. It's surprising that over $68,000 of
this is spent on maintenance.
Things like broken lights and
the constant fixing of the
elevator adds up to a considerable amount.
The remaining $30,000 is
spent in several areas, including supplies, movies and
salaries.
Some areas, like the
Sandwich Hut, break even.
and, some, like food service,
show a small profit, which
helps to ·offset losses in other .
areas ... Until ,2:00 in the afternoon the food service area is a
profit organization ... after that,
it's a service operation," Huff
said.
So far this year, the PU B's
food service department has
made a $3,000 profit and is
expected to show ~ $15,000
profit by the end of the
operating year.
It 's nice to think that the
PUB is a money making
organization, but if one was to
look closer, it's possible to see
a great loss in the budget as it
stands.
Areas like movies operate at
a huge loss. Weekend movies
cost an average of $350 each
and a midweek movie can cost
up to $ l 50. Even though there
is a loss, the movies are well
attended and provide a good
study break for many students.
Although movies are well
attended, the PUB multipurpose room was not intended for this kind of activity.
"I would like to see the second
phase contain a permanent
theatre," said Huff, as a
suggestion
for curing the
Budget Won't Balance
Possibly, another reason for numerous cases of posterior
the PU B's temporary position stiffness experienced by PUB
is the budget. Like all budgets,

Vandalism Creates Loss
It st:cm th e onl y thing PU B
users enjuy takin g advantage
or are the ex it signs a nd
te lephon es. "We've been
closing the bathrooms on the
uprcr noors in the afternoon.
and that's helping, .. ex plained
Huff, concerning the abundance of vandalism in the
PUB .
Vandalism has not hdped
the PUB's profit making
operation at all, and because
of a few sticky fingers, many
facilities provided in the PUB
have suffered. Although
students complain there is no
phone in th~ PUB. when one is ·
installed, ·it rs· stolen . ·
.. Usually they just take the
phvne handle. but this time
they · took the whole thing,"
Huff said.
There are many disadvantages to the PUB and Huff is
trying to alleviate certain
problems but without money
and higher attendance, it looks
like E\VSC's PU 8 will stay the
same.
As Huff said, "I don't know
what we could do, excepl live
with it."

(] t

EWSC student are havi ng a
chance to exp ress their views
on everything from the Equal
Rights a mendm ent to ma le
libera ti on to "Sexism in the
Media" this week in va riou s
se min a r . , di s cus s ion s .
wo rk s hop s a nd . p eec he .
during Women's Aware nes.
Week .
Patricii.l ' oontz. rrofe. sor
of Eng lis h at EWS · and
member of the
WS C
Wornen ·s
o mm issio n, sa id
the purpo se of Women 's
A,, ~1rent:ss Week is to ·'mak e
rt.:oplc awan; of the tremendt)US waste in th e poten ti a l o f
wu men as ful ly fun cti o ning
rerso ns.
Thl.! ht.::idliner for Womcn· s
\Vl.!ek is Tillil.! O lse n, na ti onal
award winning a uth or of " Tell
Me a Riddle" a nd "Yonnondio", as well as everal articks dea ling mostl y wi th
wnrk ing. cla_s America .
· ·A lso Sf)l.!Jking thi s week
we re G rim stead and Renni e.
co-authnrs nr the bt.:st sell ers
"The New Wvmen·s Su rvival
Calalogue.. a nd " The New
Wl>men 's S ur vival Sourcebook ," in Martin Auditorium
~t:dnesday afternoon .
Films, prese ntation s and
music presentalions are also
being featured this week .
Films include ·'How To Make A : Woman" and "Taki no;::Our Bodies Back ."

"O rigin al Women 's Mu sic"
was presented in th e PU 8
Monday at noon an d 8 p.m.,
and a women's a rt show is
bl.!ing pre se nted in Dove
Ga ll ery all thi s week.
Today, Linda Edward , act i n I!. d i rector of th e BI a ck

Ed~cation Program at EWSC
wil l hold a ' 'Pa nel o n Minorit y
W1rnH;n" in PU B 12 1 at 9
a . m . , a nd ''The Wa cky
Wom:1n", a o ne wo m a n
dra mati c mono logu e will he
rre. en ted hy Phyll i. Silver, a
former off- Broadwa ac tress
i11 P B 12 1 a t 11 u.m.
Tl>rn o rro w a t 11 p .m ..
··W umcn in Am e r ica n
11 ist1>ry'' wi11 be presented hy
Slt.:phanie ·oon t,i:, a faculty
rn em her of vcrgreen State
,> lk gt: and a na tion a ll y
known spcakt:r. and "Male
Lihcratil>n : The Mi ssi ng. Link''
wi ll he di scus. ed by Steph en
Sharkey, an EWSC Soci ology
J)f"l)l't.:SSlH.

GARY STEFFAN
with

Farmer Insurance Group
invites you to contact him
for a quotation on your auto
or homeowners insurance.
Call him at

235-8418
or

109 F. Street
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rest. in
B_y Mark James
Eastern 's Eagles will be
seeking desperately the NAIA
national wrestling title which
barely escaped them last year
as they host the 1977 NA I A
Nationals Championships,
slated to begin its three-day
run at the Special Events
Pavilion this morning at 11
p.m.
The tournament, the first of
its kind ever to be held in the
state of Washington, could attract up to 400 competitors.
According to meet director
and EWSC Coach Curt
Byrnes, the tournament is
based on 32-man brackets in
each of the 10 weight divisions.
Preliminary
matches
scheduled for this afternoon's
session will dwindle the field to
320 so regular competition can
begin.
Today's session will consist
of 160 matches with 80 more
billed for tonight's 7:30 round .
Quarter-finals action starts at
1 p .m. tomorrow, which will
be followed by semi-final and
consolation matches at 7:30.
Saturday afternoon's session will consist of consolation
semi-finals and fifth and sixthplace matches, starting at 1
p.m. Consolation finals are
slated for 6:30 p .m. with finals
later that evening at 7:45.
Prices for the three afternoon sessions will be$ l .50 for
students and $2 for adults.
Evening rates are $2 for
students and $2.50 for adults,
with Saturday night's finals
rates at $2.50 for students and
$3 for adults. Students can
purchase tournament tickets
for $8, $10 for adults.
The Eagles, last year's
·runner-ups and ranked No. 2
in the NAIA again this year,
should make a respectable run
at the top prize, but they' ll
receive stiff challenges from
defending champ and No. l
ranked Adams State College
of Alamosa, Colo.; Taylor

University of Upland, Ind.;
and cross-state rival Central
Washington State College of
Ellensburg.
The Eagles were idle last
week in preparation for this
week's tourney. "'We have
been getting ourselves
physically and mentally
ready," Byrnes relntes.
The home site is expected to
give the Eagles somewhat of
an edge over its competitors.

ats

•
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1976 fourth-place showing.
Posing a formidable challenge
for the two-time defending
EvCo champion will be Taylor
University's defending NAIA
champion, Glenn Guerin.
Ken Foss, despite a 21-8-1
record, goes into action this
week unseeded in the 118pou nd class. Foss probably
will engage in some tough
trials this afternoon as he
battles with some of his

'

~

SPORTS~

"We would have some advantage not having to travel,
as well as having a home
crowd to support us," said
Byrnes.
EWSC enters with a full
representation of l O wrestlers,
led ~Y No.-1 seeds Lanny
Davidson and Mike Reed.
Both Davidson and Reed seem
primed to defend their 1976
crowns.
Davidson is coming off his
fourth co nsecutive Evergreen
Conference championship and
will be looking to close out his
college carreer with his third
straight national title. As a
freshman, the 177 - pounder
from Ephrata took second at
Nationals and in 1975 he was
named the tourney's most outstanding wrestler.
Reed, who spould be fully
recovered from a sprained
knee injury suff~red two weeks
ago, will pit his 35-2 record
against a field of relative unknowns. Reed is the only
placer from last year returning
at 158.
Jerry Lorton, EWSC's only
.o ther placer from last year's
Nationals (fourth at 126
pounds), should be seeded
among the top three as he
hopes to imprlove upon his

division's upper-seeded competitors. Heading the field will
be Kevin Kish of Bemidji
(Minn.) State College, last
year's champ.
The Eagles' l 34-pound entry, senior Manny Brown, will
be reckoning with four of last
year's top placers. Brown
finished his two-year conference stint at EWSC two
weeks ago by capturing the
EvCo crown.
"Manny hasn't been beaten
by any wrestler from an NAIA
One look at Lanny Davidson's beleagured opponent indicates the
school this year," states
Byrnes. "He is very capable of type of devastating performance Eastern's two-time defending
placing, even though he NAIA champion is capable of producing. (Photo by Mike Bade)
probably is competing in the
toughest division."
•• Alan has been showing us the injured Greg Darden.
Inexperienced Kirk Grear a lot these past few weeks,"
Brannon showed much
(142), a freshman with a comments Byrnes. Spaulding
promise this year in commediocre 11-11-1 record, will finished the season with three
posing an 8-8-1 varsity dualbe hard-pressed to make an strong matches, , winning two
match
record.
impressive nationa) tourney
and losing to a highly regarded
Heavyweight Don Wilson,
debut. With two-time national opponent from the tJ niversity
champ Kit Shaw of CWSC of Oregon at Eugene, Ore. He coming off a tough 1-0 loss at
an d last year's fourth and _w as somewhat of a surprise the hands of CWSC's Mike
sixth-place finishers returning, when he took third at the Wilson at the EvCo Championships, appears to have a
Byrnes admits "it will be hard EvCo Championships.
good
chance at a high placing.
to expect much out of a
Jerry Allen, an inconsistent Ba rry Bennett of Concordia
freshman like Kirk."
On the other hand, Byrnes is performer for the Eagles this College of Moorhead, Minn.,
optimistic concerning the season, will fill the 167 spot. will be gunning for this second
chances of 150-pound junior .. Allen has been hot and cold consecutive title.
Alan Spaulding . Although all year' so it really is up in the
Final varsity Individual records for
1977:
Ken Foss 21-8-1: Jerry Lorton 20air
on
how
well
he
will
do
for
Spaulding sports a rather
6-1 ; Manny Brown 35-11 ; Kirk Grear 11lack I uster 12-12- 1 won-loss us," said Byrnes. He finished 11-1; Pete LaBounty 1-11; Alan
Spaulding 12-12-1 ; Mike Reed 35-2;
mark, B y rnes figures the year 18-15.
Jerry
Allen 18-15; Dave Bliss 4-7-1 ; LanFreshman Scott Branno n
Spaulding's chances at placing
ny Davidson 36- 1: Scott Brannon 8-8-1 ;
are good.
will fill in at 190 pounds for Greg Darden 6-7; Don Wilson 20-3-2.

Women Set For Home Finale
By Howie Stalwick
Eastern's women gy mnasts
should have a fairly relaxing
final warm-up for their
reg ion a l competition next
weekend when the Eagles host
Missoula's University of Montana and Spokane Community
College Saturday afternoon in
Phase I I.
The Lady Birds will take a
l 0-5 record into their final
Jerry Lorton (top) will be trying to improve on his fourth-place
regular season and home meet
showing at the NAIA Championships. (Photo by Mike ~ade)
of the year. Action begins at I
p.m .
Most of the Eagles will be
coming off their first two-week
break of the season, but there's
littl e chance that a bit of rust
will hurt EWSC against a pair
of teams who the host squad
defeated earlier and should
handle again.
famous For There Double Whammy, St~ombolies,
Saturday's meet will mark
the
final Cheney a ppearance of
Double Cheeseburgers, Fries, & Shakes
the team's lone senior, four1204 1st
235-6126 . year a ll-around standout Linda C hulos.

w.

"INSIDE SEATING"

One of the school's all-time
female greats, C hulos and
freshman teammate Jan
Rohrer likel y will take particular advantage of th is
weekend's relaxed atmosphere
after representing Eastern last
Saturday a t the ultra-tough
Western Hemisphere Games.
Competing against most of
the Western United States'
very finest women a ll-arounds
at Hayward's California State
College, Chulos finished 15th
and Rohrer took 22nd among
the 33 invited all-around performers.
"We didn't do good, we
didn't do bad," commented
Coach Maxine Davis, who accompanied her two stars on
the trip ... We just didn't have a
good meet.
.. The quality this year was
absol utely terrific. There were
a lot of advanced elite (class)
gymnasts there, so they
(C hulos and Rohrer) were in

some pretty stiff company."
That is an understatement if
there ever was one. Not only
was Chulos' 32.4 mark only
15th, but Rohrer was just .25
back at 32.15 and still finished
way back in 22nd place.
Davis was .. really. pleased"
with Rohrer's fine floor exercise performance, where the
Kal ispel l, Mont., product
placed 10th at 8.25. However,
Rohrer .. completely blew" her
va ulting routine to score 7.95
an d finish 25th, and she was
18th on balance beam (8.0)
and 19th on the uneven
parallel bars (7. 95).
Just the opposite of Rohrer,
C hulos' top showing cam'e in
vaulting, where she was 12th at
8.45. The three-time AIA W
Nationals competitor a lso was
15th on beam with an 8.05
score, 19th in floor exercise at
8.05, and 22nd on bars (7 .85).

,..
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Proud f agfes Shot Down Again By Cats
By Howie Stalwick
The reporters spoke softly
to the losing coach, careful to
say the right words, to do the.
right thing. The questions had
to be asked, the answers had to
be given, but one had to wonder who was hating this more,
Eastern
Basketball Coach
Jerry Krause or the press.

genuin~, so deep, it tugged at
the hearts of everyone. Twenty, thirty, forty minutes after
the game, and still sat Paul
Hungenberg, a mature, gentle
young man by nature, sobbing
hysterically, without shame.

tit with about 12 seconds to go.
You gotta stay with it all the
w ay, it's too big a deal to quit.

frustrating. I think I could
have helped in certain
situations ... "

"I could see it coming to an
end," he said, his voice
shaking badly now ... If I had
another ch,mce ... but now it's
over with ."

Starting winger Mike Heath
sat alone before his locker
stall, slowly, precisely emptying its contents into his
traveling bag one last time. Individually, the season had
been an excellent one for the
former state high school
scoring champ from Ephrata.
But personal accomplishments
mattered little now in the
morgue-like dressing room.
Heath groped for the proper
words, but the search was
fruitless. And he knew it.

Ed Waters, a man who has
thrilled Eastern basketball
The loss was particularly
fans like no one before him crushing for Cox and Waters.
The newsmen finally for four incredible years, now
two of the all-time greats in
finished their work and exited paced the gray, concrete
Eastern basketball history
quietly, congratulating the floors, weeping, screaming,
. who never quite made it all the
coach on his team's fine angry, hurt. The team's only
way to Kansas City. But the
season. It was a fine season. It other senior, Ron Cox tried
defeat hit everyone hard, right
was a remarkable season by a desperately to hide the disapdown to the seldom-used
remarkable group of young pointment, the agony he felt
reserves like Vic White, a
men. But now the record inside him, but the bloodshot
freshman wing who never left
books say they are losers. 25-4 eyes told all.
the bench Monday night.
.. It's a funny feeling." he
on the season, 13th in the na..
It's
real
tough
/'
the
big
"I'm
just
speechless,"
he
finally said, his 6-S, 200-pound
tion, first in the Northwest guy
understated,
fighting
said
quietly,
staring
at
the
frame
not quite so inbut losers all the same, at least
back
the
tears
...
We
wanted
floor. ... just hope we can timidating now ... You just feel
to some.
this one pretty bad. Ifs going come back next year. We · empty . It's not an individual
The grief felt in the dreary to take a while to get over it. could see what was going on thing . Everybody played hard.
visitors dressing room was so . We weren't really out of it un- from the bench. It's so . They (Central) just won.

"They had us rated No. I all
season," Heath continued. " I
beli eve that's the way we
should have been rated. But
you have to win the final game
to go back there (Kansas
City). No, it doesn't ruin my
first year at Eastern. It's just a
really hard thing for all of us
it's what we've been
shooting for a ll season."
The reporter thanked him,
then walked hurriedly past the
rows of lockers. Some of the
athletes now began to strip
away their work clothes,
others still sat staring into
their lockers, their faces
streaked now with more tears
than sweat.
Ir on ly one could let them
know what impressions they
gave. Not as losers of a basketball game, but as winners in a
much bigger contest the
game of life.

Wildcats Tops In One Way Only
By Howie Stalwick
It's difficult to determine
what hurts the average Eastern
basketball fan most, that the
Eagles lost the District I championship Monday night or that
Central Washington State
College won.
Displaying all the maturity.
class and general dignity
expected of your average beerleague softball squad, the
powerful Wildcats of CWSC
derailed the "Kansas City
Express" 66-59 Monday to
qualify for next week's NAIA
Championships for the 11th
time in the past 13 years.
Only the persistent attempts
of Dave Oliver, Alphonso
Roberts, Randy Sheriff and
company to turn Monday's title game into a comic travesty
kept this contest from being
one of the great small-college
match-ups in recent Northwest
basketba ll hi story.
The 13th-ranked (NAIA)
Eagles ve rs us the 19th-ra nked
Wildcats. The No . I -rated
s m a ll -co ll ege c lub in the
Northwest (Eastern) aga inst
th e area's No. 3 s qu a d .
Evergree~ Conference coch a mpions in 1977. Eastern 's
sensatio na l 25-3 season reco rd
against Ce ntral's admirable
20-7 log.
T he c heering, th e ha nd cla pping and foot-stomping,
the sheer insanity of it all
be ga n in Ellensburg's
Nicholson Pavilion stands a
full half hour before either
team even left their dressing
room.
A jam - packed Pavilion
throng seemingly far greater
than the announced 4,250
appeared to be every bit as
.. up" for the game as any of
th e two dozen athletes.
Esti mates on the numbe r of
Easter n followers on h a nd
ranged from 600 to over a
thousand, co nsisting of nine
full bus loads and hundreds
more who drove o ver by car.
Eastern lived up to its N o. -2
seedin g in th e e ig ht- team
District to urnament by bombing Simo n' Fraser University
of Burnaby, B.C., 73 -56
Friday night in the Special

I - ,-,¥

general which permitted the
excellent
Wildca t forwards to
~-~
get inside far too often .
:
·'.
~'ti
" The defense j ust didn 't do
: ~ , !.f;
the job," admitted a drai ned
Jerry Krau se after the Eastern
coach failed for the 10th
straight year to send the fi rst
Eagle team to Kansas C ity
since 1947.
"When our defe nse doesn't
force the issue .. . that's o ur
whole game," Krause noted.
.. We didn't play very smartly .
We had ahout double the
amount of turnovers we usually have.
.. It disrupts your rhythm
when you turn over the ball
every o ther tim e d own the
court. But the hig thing was
th a t the defense didn't do the
job . They (Cen tra l) were ab le
to get the ball where they
wanted it."
Wher e th e Wild cats
"wa nted it" was near or at tht:
bas ket, and the Eagles complied far too readi ly. T he Centr al lay-ins and short jumpers
killed a team which was well
aware that most of th e Wild¥
ca ts would mi ss the ocean
from 15 feet out.
T he Eagles were a bit la x on
keeping th e Cats outside
ri g ht from the beginning.
Eastern's Ray Palmer (24) and Jim Savage battle three Simon although an almost co nstant
Fraser players during last Friday's 73-56 Eagle victory in the excha nge of turn overs bet ween
Special Events Pavilion. (Photo by Mike Bade)
.
.

' \~.

Events Pavilion.
Sa turday evening the Eagles
eliminated another independent squad, the University of
Alaska- Fairbanks, 75-53 at
home . And when top-seeded
Central won their half of the
tourney in Ellensburg those
same two nights, the ultimate
title match was set between
two of the fiercest Northwest
rivals a t a ny level of any sport.
With the h e lp of so m e
questio nable officiating that
may have hurt Eastern a bit
more than the host club; and
with the help of some 3,000
boisterous home fa n s; and
with the ·poise and instin ctive
calm th a t comes from winning
the District ch ampionship the
past three years straight, CW
prevai led again.

The
various
unsportsman like antics o f Oliver
a nd associates a lso may have
disturbed the Eagles
somewhat, however admirably
they h_andled the situation. It's
not a ll that easy to restrain
oneself when an opposing
player prances in front of the
losing team's bench and hands
the game ball to the rival
coach with seco nds remaining
in the game , as O li ver
reportedly did .
But despite a ll these indirect
factors, a nd as ide from the
dozens of statistical advantages an d di sadva nt ages,
th ere's littl e doubt what
spelled the ultimate doom of
the Eagles: A poor defensive
e ffort by no one in particular
but by most everyone in

the two clubs kept Eastern
wi th in striking di stance at 1912 after the first 11 1/ 2 m inutes.
EWSC tightened up considerably on "d" in the closing
minutes, however. and key
buckets from so ph omore
winger Mike Heath and others
pushed the visitors to a 29-25
lead at intermi ssion.
Eas tern sl acked off on
defe nse again almost immedi ately o nce play resumed ,
but the two teams just kept
exch a nging baskets until the
scnrc was deadlocked for the
ninth and fin a l time at 43-43
midway through th e quarter.
A second successful freeth row hy Ron Cox moved the
Eag les ahead by one with
I 0: 19 remaining, but Roberts
hi t tw.o jumpers in the next
m inute, and it was all downhill
after that for Eastern .
Easter n made o n e l ast
galbnt attempt to save their
season when Paul Hu ngenberg
and Heath combined to pull
th e Birds with in one at 55-54
and 57-56. But still more foul s
and turnovers in the final three
m inutes and some to ugh Central defense doomed the Year
of th ~ Eagle .
Despite a fine defensive ef¥
fort most of the game by Cox,

( Continued on page 12)

Cox, Wafers Honored
· Eastern's Monday loss at the
District I tournament was one
of the few things that could
temper the joy of Eagle seniors

Ron Cox and Ed Waters after
their All-Evergreen Conference
basketball selections were announced last weekend.
While this year's honor is the
third straight for Cox, this is
the first season the EvCo's alltime assist leader has been
picked on the first team
(Waters made the second team
in 1974-75).
The two Eastern stars were
joined on the top team by four
players, due to a tie.
Rounding out the first squad
are EvCo scoring champ Monte
Birkle, a guard from

Bellingham's Western
Washington State College;
Central Washington State
College forward Dave Oliver;
Oregon Insitute of Technology
center Jeff Bradford from
Klamath Falls; and OIT
forward Herb McEachin.
McEachin is only the third
player since the conference was
formed in 1948 to earn firstteam recognition for four years.
Center Steve Johansen and
forward Les Wyatt of Central
head the second team. Joining
them are forwards Ray Hartford from O IT and Southern
Oregon College star Steve
Harthun from Ashland, along
with Oregon College of Education center John Anderson of
Monmouth.
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Eagles Head For Nats
By Howie Stalwick
Eastern' s men's gymnastics
team expects to welcome back
a dear old friend tomorrow
when the NAIA Nationals
Championships begins a twoday run at Eastern Montana
College in Billings.
Junior parallel bars stan-.
dout Kurt Luhrs, who led the
Eagles to seventh in the NAIA
last year with a third-place effort in his event, apparently
will rejoin Eastern at EMC
after missing the entire season
due to knee surgery.
"We're taking a look at his
knee," Coach Jack Benson
said earlier this week. "He has
to see the trainer and get
clearance, and he'll have to go
easy on his dismounts and that
may cost him points, but I
think he'll be ready."
The return of Luhrs is a
huge blessing to Benson and
his young but promising crew,
who showed consistent improvement throughout their
just-completed regular season
despite a so-so 5-9 record.
.. We haven't reached (our)
peak yet," Benson claimed
before his team's scheduled
departure today. ··1 hope we
can score 175-180 to finish
perhaps as high as fourth or
even third.

1

will be on the horizontal bar.
Don Chittick will compete
on the still rings, Bud Gaiser
evidently will do vaulting and
floor exercise, and Mike West
will do floor and the horizontal bar. Al Smith will do floor
and possibly. the side horse,
Shumski will do the still rings
in addition to the horse, and
Dave Millard is slated for
floor duty.

the top 10 to make the finals,"
Benson said, .. and I also think
Bernie Lewis on the side horse,
parallel bars and vaulting,
Steve Shumski on the side
horse and possibly (Ron)
Zsigmondovics on the parellel
bars can be finalists."
Benson noted that all
preliminary competition and
the final team scores will come
out of tomorrow's action, with
individual finals scheduled for
Saturday night. Defending
champion University of Wisconsin-Lacrosse, Wisconsin-Oshkosh and David Lipscomb College of Nashville are
favored to challenge for
national team honors.

Stone Flys' At Nationals
By Brien Lautman
There is but one swimmer
left on
the Eastern
Washington men's and
women's swim teams this
season who is still competing.
That one is senior men's cocaptain Bob Stone.
For Stone it will mean a second shot at placing in the
NAIA Nationals Championships, which will be held
in M.arshall, Minn. at
Southwestern Minnesota State
College this weekend.
Bob's performance at last
year's Nationals was a good
performance for the ace.
However, it was not enough to
put him in the top 12, which
qualifies an individual as an
NAIA All-American.
Stone is highly optimistic
about this year's meet,
however, and hopes to finish
in a very respectable position
in both the 100 and -200-yard
butterfly events.
.. I'm not real sure about the
100," said Bob, "'but I should
make either consolation finals
or finals in the 200."
Stone will be swimming the
100 fly tomor~ow and will go
in the 200 on Saturday, as he
carries the flag for the Eagles.
The EW co-captain also
said, 1 should be able to drop
my times considerably because

.. We've really improved on
vaulting," the coach continued. useveral teams are
scoring about the same as we
are, so it should be interesting."
The retur'n of Luhrs certainJy stands to make things very
interesting for Eastern friends .
and foes alike. Still, the injured
knee makes Benson cautious
about predicting how high the
Bothell, Wash., product can
place.
.. I think Luhrs can finish in

0

oUR f\RS1" EVER
Friday 10- 7 p.m.
Saturday 10 - 5 p.m.
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TENNIS SHIRTS
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1
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CHENEY PRO SHOP
5021h First Street

Curt Nagashima

1

Easy Qualifying
Eastern hit the 150-point
qualifying team mark for
Nationals in all seven of its
regular season meets, so Benson planned to take all 15 of
his team members.
The Eagles are expected to
send four all-arounds to
Billings, including Zsigmondovics, Curt Nagashima, Bill
Jackson and Dan Justice. Kurt
Steinheiser and Nick Van will
be vaulting, and Marty Rask

VARIOUS
MISCELLANEOUS
ITEMS
ALL

Kurt Luhrs

235-8414

(ForConvenience A t A Price You Can Afford)

of the stiff competition at the
meet. I hope to lower my 200fly time by three seconds,
which should put me right in
there...
The reason Stone is what
you would call the lone Eagle,
is that the EW women who
a tte n d ed last weekend's
regional meet at the University
of Idaho in Moscow ran into a
fair amount of competition
from various visiting teams.
A mo n g t hose at the
Northwest
Co 11 e g i ate
Women's Sports Association's
Nor~hwest District meet were
the University of Washington,
Tacoma's Pacific Lutheran
University and Central
Washington State College of
Ellensburg.
You might say the girls were
outnumbered, too, as they
brought only five swimmers
compared to complete teams
· for most other schools. EW
scored only 57 points, while
meet champ UW amassed 997
points.
The Eagles came up even

more empty-handed as far as
anybody qualifying for the
AIA W Nationals Championships.
Bonnie Sherar was the
nearest for Eastern, as she missed the standard in the 50-yard
butterfly by six-tenths of a second at 29.7 while placing 12th
in the event.
Connie Hill, who decided to
. compete in the meet at the last
minute, grabbed the highest
placing for the Eagles with an
eighth-place showing in the 3meter diving event. Sue
· Hodgson grabbed two ninthplace finishes in the 50 and
100-yard breaststrokes with
times of 35.6 and 1:16.8,
respectively.
Team awards were also announced this week, with Greg
Pitts and Mary Orr being
chosen as next year's captains.
Sue Hodgson and Randy
Willis were voted most inspirational, while T.J. Murphy
and Cathy Russell were given
the .-Most Improved Swimmer
awards.

Swim Coach Resigns
By Howie Stalwick

After some 25 vears of
coaching Eastern swimmers
since the days before either
Eagle swim team was
recognized as a varsity spot,
head men's and women's swim
coach Pete Hagelin has su~
mitted his letter of resignation
for review by the Board in Control of Athletics.
Hagelin resigned after a
season-long series of conflicts
between team members finally
reached a climax with a particularly bitter dispute Feb. 1013 at the Evergreen Conference
Championships.
"It culminated while we were
down at the conference meet,,,
Hagelin admitted. "It was
something that had been
building up all season long.

"This kind of scrapping
between team members was
something I thought I could
control. Three or four times I
did think I fmally had it under
control, but when it gets to the
point where some people on the
team are coming into my office
in tears .•. "
After taking over the men's
team when the sport was little
more than an intramural activity in the early SO's, Hagelin
guided the men for most of the
two decades or so that Eastern
has been in the Evergreen
Conference. In addition, he has
also coached the women's team
since that squad was formerly
recognized as an official, varsity sport last season.
No announcement has been
made on a possible successor( s)
to Hagelin.
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Gals' Hoop Season On Line
As Eastern Tourney Opens
By Brien Lautman
Hold on a second. For those
of you who thought basketball
was completely through and
done with here at Eastern,
you're all wrong.
The Eagle women's hoop
team are still going at things,
as they travel to the University
of Idaho in Moscow for the
Northwest
Collegiate
Women's Sports Association's
Eastern Area Tournament
today through Saturday.
According to EWSC Coach
Bill Smithpeters, it should
prove to be quite a tough
struggle in Moscow, as some
of the top-ranked teams in the
Western United States will be
in attendance.
"Boise State and Montana
State will definitely be the
toughest," Smithpeters said,
."but Washington State will
Four of the leaders on Eastern's women's basketball squad are also be strong."
shown here in white. Left to right, pictured Eagles include: Jae Jae
Teams in the tournament
Jackson (40), Becca Clark (34), K'Anne Howland (middle) and Bev besides the above three include
Brown (20). (Photo by Mike Bade)
the University of Montana

-

Spikers Unite At UI Meet
By Mark James
After a disappointing
showing at last week's NAIA
Indoor Nationals Championships, the two-mile relay
squad of Steve Kiesel, Tom
Richards, Rick Gerhts and
Dave Hall, along with Andy
Newing and Rich Dahl will
lead the EWSC tracksters into
SatuTday"s· Uhivetsity ·of Idaho ·
All-Comers indoor meet.
The Moscow meet, which
should draw some 400 competitors, "tYill be the first of the
year in which both the EWSC
men and women will bring the
majority of their teams.
The Eagles' two-mile relay
squa_d , after creating visions of
grandeur with an early season
time of 7:43, ran a somewhat
dismal 7:59 ,at Kansas City last
Friday night to place eighth.
"We didn't run as well as we

Matmen Repeat
In lntramurals
Defending champion High
Society repeated as the intramural wrestling kings last
Wednesday to highlight the
annual Eastern tournament.
Tourney director Mickey
Beadle reported that Al Mondux ( 121 pounds), Naccardo
(no first name given- 137),
M a tt St e rly (14 5 ), John
Durheim ( 153), Brad McC lure
(161), Tony Burns (170), Jim
F isk (180) and Mike Richter
(19 3) capture d individu a l
titles.
COED BOWLING
AMERICAN LEAGUE

W

L

Fudpucker World Airlines
Pikes
Gutter Dusters
·ROTC I
Rams
ROTC II
Who's Who

23
15

1
9
9

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Panama Red
NAIC
P-Roy
Skins
Bedrock Bowlers
Mixed Reactions
Gutter Heaven
Lucky Strikes

15
13 11
11 13
11

13

8

16

W L
20 8
19
18
15
12
1

9
10
13
16
16

8
8

20
20

had hoped for," stated Coach
Jerry Martin. "For some of
our guys it was the first time
they had run on board tracks.
Most of the other te.ams were
quite familiar
with the
.

boards."
ln individual performances,
Kiesel and Richard in the
1,000-yard run and Gerhts and
Hall in the 880 did not make
the finals.
.
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March 3 - 9

. THURSDAY:
Grilled Reubens, Julienne·Salad Bowl, Macaroni & Cheese
FRIDAY:
·
·
Fish 'N' Ch!ps, Fruit Salad/Ban. Brd, Pork Chow Mein
SATURDAY:
Grilled Cheese Sandwich, Tuna Salad Bowl, Roast Beef
Hash/Gravy
SUNDAY:
Eggs, Sausage Links, Hash Brown, Cinnamon Rolls

II

I
I
I
·I
I
I
I
I
I
I MONDAY:
I
Hot Dogs/Buns & Baked Beans, Turkey Salad Bowl, Pizza
Hot Dish
I
I TUESDAY:
I
I Hamburgers, Balogna Salad Bowl, Chili w/Biscuits

._. ______________ _

I\ WEDNESDAY:
I
Tacos, Fruit Salad/Cranberry Bread, Pork Hash w/Gravy I
Snowlion
Vasque

.·Sierra Designs.
-North Face

:K: :c :El, :ec:
bergspo:rt
lightweight equipment and 1upplle1

March 1st Is The Start Of Our
Spring Cleani~g.
All Our Backpacking Rental
Equipment & Cross-Country
Ski Gear Is On Sale For The
Month Of Marchi
COME IN & SA VE MONEY!
W. 30 International Way

328-5020
Till 5 Mon. - Sat:
Till 9- Fri.

from Missoula, Central
Washington State College of
Ellensburg, host Idaho and
Eastern Oregon State College
of La Grande.

Top scorers for the Eagles
were Becca Clark with I O and
Jennifer Steinert with ei ght,
while Jae J ae Jackso n threw in
seven points as the Eagles
The Eagles will open first- three top scorers were held
round play in the single- well below their s ea so n
elimination tourney today averages.
The night before, against the
against EOSC, and Eastern is
Idaho
Vandals , Ea s tern
favored to advance to
tomorrow's second-round ac- scrapped to a 57-42 victory
tion after defeating the Moun- with Steinert leading the way
taineers 70-55 three weeks ago . with I· 7 point s and I 8
rebounds, while Arlene So mThe women ended their day added 10 points from her
regular season last weekend point-guard position .
here at home with a very
In their final warm-up pri o r
respectable 18-7 mark, as they to this weekend's tourney acentertained Idaho Friday, the tion last M o nday a gain st
University of Washington Lewis-Clark, the Eagles ran
Saturday and finally Lewis- away from the Warriors as
C I ark State College of they coasted to a 73-51 win .
Lewiston, Idaho, Monday in
You might say the women
the Special Events Pavilion .
recovered very quickl y fro m
The game was never really their loss of two nights before,
in doubt most of the way, but as they turned the Lewiston
, the EW girls did manage a club every way but loose.
The hustling Somday did
very scrappy, hustling performost
of the turning for Eastern
mance against the bigger Seatas she dumped in 14 points
tle team.
while also adding four as ists
and
eight steals.
The Eagles came out on top
Eastern 's towering center,
in two out of their three
Cl
a rk, al s o c o ntribute d
battles, but couldn't stay with
the tougher Huskies of aweso mely to the Eagle cause
Washington on Saturday as as she ripped down 2 3
they dropped the decision by a rebounds whil e adding 10
points.
score of 60-46.
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Cats Catch Birds Again

Shooters Hit Big Sky
Eastcrn·s top rifle shooters
wi II go up against orne of the
nati\rn·s finest talent a e ond
strail!.h t \\,eek \ hen they travel
tl) Montana late
ni er ity
in Bo zeman
aturday and
unday f r the Big k T urnamcnt.
Sgt. Major Geo rge Naluai
said he plan to bring bo th the
varsit and R T tea ms from
l:,1stcrn thi weekend, after the
v~1rsity member compe ted
alone la t aturday and Sunda\ c1nd finished fifth o crnll
at the Silver Statt:! Tournam~nt at the Univer it y of
Nevada-Reno.
This weekend· · action L
even more important for the
L1 ~tc: rn mark men . inee the
Big Sk ~ affa ir is a preliminary
trail m~1tch fo r earning. in-

vit ati ons to the United States
national team tr o ut thi
urn mer .
Grant Y ung likely drew a
bit of intere t from national
team ob. erver by ta kin g second in individual , h oting
last weekend at Reno wi th a
sc re of 56 1. Teammate Lonnie Price (542), Mar Hoban
(5] I) and Linda Herz (525)
f !lowed, and Eastern's Jim
ha rli e
reeve (537) and
de tte (5_9) co mpeted on
their own.
The U niversi t of Ala ka-Fairban k , o n both va rit and overa ll team hon o r
with 2, 177 points. Ea. t "rn wa ~
third behind UAF and
Spokane': Gonzaga niver it (- , 170) in var ity standing .
(H .S. )

( Continued from page 8)

th e spring O liver led a ll
s orers \ ith 18 point . Team mate Les W att had 17 poin ts
a nd pla ed hi usual fine all aroun d ga me, with many of his
sco res comin g on relati ely
eas . h t underneath .
o , who wa named las t
weekend t 1 th e
ergreen
nference fir t a ll- tar te:J m
a long wi th Water · a nd Oli r,
led Eastern with 17 points and
l O rebounds. Hea th had 15
points thank to a 7-for-7 effort fr om the foul line (he wa
just 4- for- l O fr om the fi eld)
a nd Hunge nbe rg mat hed
Heath's five rebound with ten
point a nd four assists.

al need Scoring Keyed JV's
A h o t fin ish turned an
isc medioc re :ea . on
into a ra ther o uts ta nd ing one
fo r the Eastern men 's j uni or
~, rsity has ~etball quad. an d a
loo k at the team· final, unofficial record . re eal. that
balanced scoring wa. a key
factor in the Eag le ' I I - 7
overa ll record.
Th o ugh freshmen D a n
Schmarr ( 13 . ) and M ike
Al ton ( 13 .J) \ ere the o nly
Eagle to score in d o ubl e
figures, they were suppo rted
wi th strong howings by Kirk
Hu we and Ru s Leslie (both
8.9). J ohn Callag ha n ( .7) a nd
Jeff Mill er (8 .5).
1her\\

llu wc, a 6- J. 190-pounder
from \ a itshurg., Wa. h .. drew
a h
par ticular prai , e from
reg . mit h for hi s fine
shooting . The fre hm an in. ide
fon ard hit on 43 of 6 l fi eldgoal atternrL f r a sensa ti ona l
70-rer-cen t ucce . rat , a nd
hi s >0- rer-cent average at th e
free-thr ow lin e (21-for-26)
trailed on ly Rick Piper'
4pcr-cen t effo rt ( I l -fo r-13) .

Though mith doesn't plan
to return to coach the Eagle
ja vee. ne x t yea r ( he' a
gradu a te _tud ent), the Eastern
mentor left no doubt that he
enjoyed his club ' fin e closi ng
effort, winning five of their la t
six ga me .

Huwe a l o a eraged 5.5
rebo unds a game , e d g in g
Leslie (5.2) but tr a ilin g
Mill er's 5.8 mark and the 5.6
norm of Piper. Alston led th e
Eagles with 4. 5 assist per out-

·· 1 co uldn ' t be more
pleased, " Smith remarked .
"We reall y hit o ur peak, we
reached our potential , and we
reall y improved on defense
and rebounding." (H.S.)

in g, a nd fell w p int guard
Calla ghan wa clo e behind
a t 4.2.

W a te rs d ea lt ou t seve n
as ists M nday , but was only
2-for-8 from the fi eld for four
points while com mitting nine
turn over . Many of those mistake came on questionable
traveling ca lls in a ga me where
the player did more traveling
than an airl ine tewardess.
Eas tern recorded 25 turnovers compared to Central'
23, and the ats matched their
total in fou l hile WSC was
whi stled for 18. The Eagle
sho t 4 -per cent fr m the noo r
and an excellen t 86-per cent on
"free bi es," but Ce ntral 's
ho )ting stat said it all-36per cent in the first half, then
65-per cent in the final 20
minutes for a 49 averag .
M nday' lac klu. ter defen. i e effo rt was a far er fro m
la ·t weeke nd' rerform ances.
when the ag les held Alas ka
an d Simo n Fraser to respective
fi eld-go:.il to tal in the second
ha lve of nine a nd elc en.
Too bad th ere we ren' t ver
many home fan s to ee it.
Krau se no ted that Eastern ' s
entourage in lien. burg M nda night was "probably the
singk greate t t urno ut ever a t
the small-college level in the
Northwest," but the coach
could not mask his di a ppointment after Friday' estimated
crow d of 1,400 a nd 1,200
Saturday.
Attendance was obviously
held down by the $2 admission
fee Friday night and the $ l .50
charge for students Saturday.
But as Krause noted , "For $2,

I do n' t kn ow what more they
expect f r entertainment."
Cer t ai nly no one co uld
expect much more than Cox
gave in the first half agai nst
Alaska, as he produced 11
points and nin e rebound
while fini shing with 14 points,
13 grab and five assists.
His senior sidekick, W a ters,
also performed magnifi centl y
in bo th ga mes, sco ring I 0
point and notching 13 ass ists
after falling ne hort of both
tho e to tals th e night before
aga inst S U.
Neither game reall y eemed
in . eriou d ubt alth ugh th e
tou gh Fa irba nks squad was
down o nly 3 1-28 at halftime
bef re the E aster n defen e
coo led the Nanooks o ff after
int ermission .
Heath tied Alaska ' Mik e
nglcdinger f r gam e honors
Sa turd ay with 17 point , one
more than H unge nberg. G ene
G lenn battled hard on the
board. for IO reb ou nd s de pite
· sc Hi ng just two point , and
reser ve T~rry Reed and Jim
Savage played well in relief.
Eastern eve ned out th e
mediocre Simon Fraser club's
seaso n record at 13- 13 F riday
evening as Cox, Glenn and
Heath shared the offensive
load with 14 point apiece.
The Eagles made sure of the
ro ut by effectively boxing out
6-10 Clansmen center Gordon
Darby, who was held to seven
points and a like number of
boards. Cox led everyone with
a dozen rebounds.

Abortions And Contraceptives
Contl·nued from page 1

..

"It's the saddest thing to see a
girl come back two and three
times for abo rtion referral."
f n Washington State, 86 per
cent of gir ls age d 20 or
yo unger who sought an abortion had never used contraceptives.
At Planned Parenthood , an
initial fee of $12 covers contraceptive care for one yea r .
This includes counseling, a
physical exam a nd VD and
Pap tests, but not the contraceptive itself.
If a wo man believes she may
be pregnant, she should be
tested as soon as possible.
The most commo n sign of
pregnancy is mis s ing a
menstrual period. Other in dications may be morning
sick ne ss, swe llin g and
tenderness of the breasts, a
frequent need to urinate and a
change in appetite.
Any of these symptoms can ·
be caused by stress, il lness or
injury. But if a woman is pregnant, her body devotes more
and more energy to developing
the fetus .
A doctor can often confirm
prc::gnancy about three weeks
after a menstrual period is due
through a si mple examination . .
Tests are most effective 45
days after the beginning of the
last menstrual period . At
Planned Parenthood, pregnancy tests are availab le for a '.
S2.50 f;!e. Family Planning

offers s1m1lar services.
clinic and costs between $ l 00
T1...
f
h
·
Ii~
reasons or c oosmg a nd $175.
. .
ab~ rt1 on over other_ a lterAfter ten weeks, hosp1tahzanat es S h
,d t
·
.
.
.
v t~ , uc a~ a op ton, are t1on .1s often req~1red . This
arte d . A gtrl ma y feel abortion process 1s done by
· h
d
d
d
.
.
as ame an un supporte , or d1alat1on and cutterage of the
sim ply unprep ared to take on uterus. It is more complex and
f · ·
th e respons1'b'l'
t tty o ra1smg a
expensive ranging in pnce
,
I
Th
· ·
f
'
'ld
c h t a one.
e maJonty o
from $250 to $450
women seeking a bortions a re ;
I f the pre g n ~ n c y ha s
un.m a rried and usu a l ly progressed three to four
b tw
th
f 15 d 19
.
.
e een e ages o
an
· months, a natura l m1scarnage
Last yea r, trained workers is !nduced ~y an injection of
at Planned Pa rentho?d helped sa line so lution . The fetu s is
counsel over I ,000 girls fac1·ng t hen expe ll e,d a, d ay or two
unwa nted pregn a ncies. " We later A
l' t d , d
.
I · · . comp tea e an
try to make plans m terms of sometime
dangerous
the g irl 's deci sion ," sa id procedure, this type of abor· costs a minimum
. .
0 , Br·.
tan . "W ea Iso d'1scuss h ow tton
o f $500
that choice will affect her life." as hospitalization is required.'
Any gi rl who has been
U To 24th Week
·ct
d
p
· ·
co un se Ie d an d d ec1 e
on
Under the existing la w
abortion is then referred to a abortions can be performed up'
b .
.
. . Th
1·
c Iin1c.
e ear 1er an a ort1on to the 24th week, countmg
can be done, the easier it ts,
~
r

b.oth emotionally and finan cially.
Time Essential
"Time is of the essence,"
said O'Brian. "It is so much
better for a girl to face than
deny the reality of pregnancy."
Under normal conditions, l
the cost of bearing a child is
about $1,000. An abortion
don e -in the early stages of
pregnancy can cost as little as
$JOO.
. An abo rtion done in the first
ten weeks is simple and inexpensive. The fetus is ·•vacu-.
urned" from the uterus in
a s uction procedure that takes
only about 15 minutes. This
type of abo rtion is done at 3

from the first day of the last
menstrual period. In Spokane,
doctors will normally perform
the procedure only until the
16th week Seattle physicians
·
will allow development of 19
week s before an · abortion 1..:.ut
, u
usually no longer
·
"It's hard to see girls com e
in here who are IS or 16 weeks
along because we know it'~
,
going to cost them twice as
much because they waited so
lo ng," said O ' Brian.

·d R b H
sa1
u y
augen, a case~
worker at the Spokane Rape
C . . C
.. , 1976 h
rtSlS
enter.
n
, l ere
were 183 rapes reported here.
Of h
·
b
t ese, six women ecame
"
preHgnant.
'd h
h l
augen sat t at t e ow
.
'b d
h
percentage 1s attn ute to t e
f
h
~ct ~ at r:1any wom~n wer~
area y u~mg sohme. ormf ho
contraceptive at t e time o t e

Rape Pregnancies

The exact number of
pregnancies res ultin g from ;
. unknown largely I
r ape ts
because many sexu~I assa ults
are unre orted.
I
p
·
.. As a general rule it can be
sa id that under five p'er cent of :
rapes result in pregnancy "
, '
I

ra~e~r ra e victims who had
b
p·
·
not" een using
a
contraceptive,
·
.f "
a 1:10.r ning-a ter. treat~en~,
cons1stmg of a senes of ptlls, 1s
·i bl
· l
1 1h
av.~ilta e akt 0.cka ospbtta st:
s 11 e f an a or
d wor
k
h 10n
0
anf ta es car:,
.adny c ance
~ pregnancy, sai Ha~ge~.
It aborts any zygote which 1s
h
·
' d f
tb e_sperm-egg union an o tenf
r I n gs On s y mp t Om s 0
·
pregnancy, such as morning

Additi·onal Mon·,es Asked · sickness."
Anyone

.
facmg a problem
Continued from page 2
representing six states.
pregnancy is urged to contact
No action was taken on the
Student rep r ese n tat i ve s I af n agency l~s soondash plossi?lhe
budget requests by the A.S.
from the Industrial Education I 0 ~ counse. mg an
e P w.it
Legislature, who postponed and Technology Club (ITT) this. ~omettmes overwhelming
the matter for further study.
attended the meeting to dis- de~iron. d p
h d .
Choral Tours
play a scale model of their
anne
arent oo
~s
design f O r the an nu a I located at N . 507 Howard in
Dr. Ralph Manzo, chair- "Catapult C ontest."
Spokane an~ can be reac~ed
man of the EWSC Music
for a n appo1Dtment by calling
Department, did receive a
This year's contest i s · 624-3271.
tenative nod from th e sched uledforM ay6.
In C heney,theFamilyPlanlegislators for more funds.
The ITT C lub raised most of ning clinic is at 115 College
Manzo asked for $700 to the money needed to build Street a nd the phone number
help pay expenses on two up- · their catap ult. T hey req uested is 235-6327.
coming choral tours. The an additional $400 from the
Appointments can also be
EWSC Symphonic Choir was A.S. general fund .
made by calling Rap-In at 359selected to compete in the
No decision was made at the 7979, who will contact the
Northwest Co nfer e nce , meeting.
requested agency.

